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RSIN MONTHLY NEWSLETTER 
October, 2013 

Greetings Everyone! 
 
This month the LLI CURRICULUM SPOTLIGHT shines on: 

• Focus on Music – Emeritus Institute, Saddleback College, CA 
• The Italian Renaissance: A Closer Look – Adventures in Learning, Colby-Sawyer 

College, NH 
• Brown Bag Lunch Series – Lifelong Learning Institute, James Madison U. VA 
• September Mini-Courses – CALL, Keene State College, NH 
• Brown Bag Presentations – OLLI, UMASS Boston 
• Fall Courses – Lifelong Learning in Retirement at the Highlands, AZ 

 
RSIN reads about so many outstanding LLI courses – too many to mention in this 
newsletter – that we have found it necessary to create these two additional columns – LLI 
CURRICULUM SPOTLIGHT and LLI CURRICULUM IDEAS.  Both contain great ideas 
and resources from programs just like yours all across the Network. Be sure to give them a 
read. 
 
NEWSLETTER TALKS ABOUT RSIN 
Last month, the September issue of the Lifelong Learning Quarterly, a newsletter that Road 
Scholar sends to 75,000 participants, four times a year, contained information on the Road 
Scholar Institute Network.  Here’s what it said: 
The Road Scholar Institute Network: Providing Access to Outstanding Learning 
Opportunities Close to Home 
“We are thrilled to announce the revitalization of the Road Scholar Institute Network, the 
latest chapter in Road Scholar’s long history of leadership in the lifelong learning movement. 
This resource will enable lifelong learners to find enriching academic classes close to home at 
Lifelong Learning Institutes (LLIs) across the country.  An LLI is a community of peer 
learning in which members, both retired and active faculty, and outside experts learn from 
and teach each other. Called a “health club for the brain,” an LLI is often associated with a 
college or university, and its members can take courses on topics as diverse as James Joyce’s 
“Ulysses” and Darwinism — all at a nominal fee. To learn more and to find an LLI near 
you, visit www.roadscholar.org/RSIN.” 
 
25th ANNIVERSARY & LIBRARY LECTURE SERIES 
Congratulations to the Learning in Retirement Association (LIRA) at the University of 
Massachusetts Lowell.  They are celebrating their 25th Anniversary.  Their September 
newsletter published reminiscences from three early members.  LIRA has also teamed up 
with the library in the nearby town of Chelmsford to hold a once-a-month lecture at the 
library.  A facilitator from LIRA gives the presentation and the event is also publicized in the 
library newsletter.  Last month’s lecture was The Future of the EU and this month’s topic is 
Boston Bronze & Stone Speak to Us.  Lectures are also scheduled for November and December.  
This is an excellent way to connect your LLI with community organizations. 
 
 
 

http://www.roadscholar.org/RSIN
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MORE 25TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS 
The Lyceum at Binghamton University in New York is celebrating their 25th anniversary this 
year.  They kicked off their yearlong celebration with a dessert party and program featuring 
music, and a look at Lyceum past and present.  Congratulations, Lyceum! 
 
20th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS 
Please join RSIN in congratulating the ILR at Kellogg Community College in Michigan 
on their 20th Anniversary.  Throughout the coming year they will celebrate with various 
activities.  They kicked off their festivities with a talk last month about Lake Michigan 
Shipwrecks, followed by lunch and comments from the KCC president, former ILR 
presidents and a short history of the ILR. 
 
20th Anniversary congratulations also go out to the Center for Learning in Retirement at 
Rock Valley College in Illinois.  A gala celebration is planned for this month.  CLR is one of 
the largest LLIs in the Network with approximately 2,000 members and a huge number of 
courses every semester. 
 
Please join is in congratulating the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the University of 
S. Florida in Tampa.  They too are celebrating their 20th Anniversary this year.  Starting with 
courses in early computers, they quickly branched out into a wide variety of educational 
offerings and today they have a wide range of topics for members to explore. 
Congratulations everyone on 20 great years! 
 
NEW RESEARCH COMING 
In November the first annual RSIN membership survey will be sent via email to all RSIN 
members.  This survey, currently being pre-tested by LLI leaders all across the United States 
to make sure we’re asking questions LLIs want the answers to, will gather information from 
LLIs on three major topics—membership, administration, and programs.  Completing this 
survey isn’t mandatory, but there’s a major incentive for participating:  only LLIs completing 
the survey will have access to the results.  We’ll prepare and distribute an executive summary 
to all LLIs, but survey participants will receive a bound copy of the complete report, 
containing charts and detailed commentary.  (All survey responses will be held in confidence 
with quantitative results shared in the aggregate and qualitative responses included 
anonymously and attributed only to a region.)  So sharpen your pencils and get ready to 
participate in the most significant LLI research project of the last decade!   
 
2014 CONFERENCES 
RSIN is querying everyone to see if there are any conferences being planned for 2014.  If 
there are, can you please let us know?  Just drop us an email at network@roadscholar.org  
Thanks so much for keeping us up-to-date on any conference planning so we can publicize 
them for you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:network@roadscholar.org
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FORMING CLOSER HOST RELATIONSHIPS 
Mark Meginness is with the LLI at Waubonsee Community College in Illinois.  He has 
emailed RSIN asking how LLIs can form closer attachments with their academic hosts.  In 
particular he was wondering if any LLIs had ever sponsored or developed a booster club for 
a particular team at their college, say sponsoring the women’s soccer team or being a booster 
of the men’s basketball team.  If you would like to help Mark out with your thoughts and 
suggestions, you can email him at machmack@aol.com. He’d very much appreciate your 
input. 
 
5CLIR’S TRIP TO GETTYSBURG 
By Elisa Campbell , member of the Five Colleges LIR in Massachusetts– “Shepherded by 
Chuck Gillies, 28 LIR members travelled to Gettysburg in late August to immerse ourselves 
in that important battle in the Civil War, organized as a charter by Road Scholar. Our 
previous knowledge of the battle and the war itself ranged from minimal to extensive, but we 
were all excited about the trip. Riding in a bus rented from Strong, we had a relaxing trip 
both ways, punctuated by informative “stories” by Chuck and a video and audio recording 
he played for us to inform (or remind) us of the context, especially the importance of 
preserving the Union and ending slavery.  
 
Once at Gettysburg, we had arranged to be taken under the wing of Road Scholar. Local 
hosts Donna and Dick Mountfort, and program director Nancy Lilley, made sure we had 
interesting presentations about a variety of subjects, comfortable accommodations in the 
downtown Gettysburg Hotel, informative packets, delicious meals, and plenty of water for 
the field trips.  
 
After our arrival on Sunday afternoon, we had time to settle into our rooms in the hotel and 
stroll around town a bit. The downtown has many buildings that were standing during the 
battle, suitably marked with bronze plaques (some with bullet holes). After dinner and 
introductions (quick since we all came together and many knew each other), we heard a 
concert of music from the Civil War era by talented musician Tom Jolin. 
 
Monday morning we had about 2 ½ hours to enjoy the new Visitor’s Center, including the 
excellent short film, “A New Birth of Freedom” about the battle, Lincoln’s speech, and the 
meaning of it all, the famous and much refurbished Cyclorama of the battle’s final charge, 
and time to see the many exhibits in the museum and / or buy books at the store (I 
personally found it hard to do justice to both!)  
 
After lunch, our licensed battlefield guide, Larry Wallace, explained the first day of the battle 
(which the Confederacy won) and then guided us to important sites on that part of the 
battlefield. Back at the hotel, Deb Novotny told us about townspeople, particularly those 
since buried in the Evergreen Cemetery.  
 
Tuesday morning was filled with the second day of the battle, including the famous Little 
Round Top, Peach Orchard, Wheatfield, and Devil’s Den. Larry also led us around the 
Soldier’s National Cemetery, and then, for those who wanted to, a walk across the fields 
following the route of Pickett’s Charge (which actually happened on the 3rd day, but we 
didn’t have time to do it then).  
 

mailto:machmack@aol.com
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About half of us “charged”; the others either went to the new museum at the Seminary or 
enjoyed ice cream and other attractions downtown. Next was the Shriver House Museum, a 
restored mid-19th century house whose guides told us about the people who lived there and 
how they coped during the battle. The day ended with a presentation about Mary Todd 
Lincoln by a “living history” enactor who was playing a close friend.  
 
Wednesday morning, after learning about artillery shells and tactics, we headed off to the 
main part of the battlefield again. Seth Cranston, our driver, demonstrated his skill 
navigating the narrow twisting auto road at Culp’s Hill. Then off toward home.  
The trip was packed full of information – which is what we expect of LIR; we all learned a 
lot and enjoyed the learning and the camaraderie. As Chuck said, one of the best decisions 
made by the organizing committee was to sign on with Road Scholar (suggested by 
committee member Ted Belsky). I’d say “let’s do it again” but the Sesquicentennial doesn’t 
bring anything else near us … Appomattox in 2015 anyone?” 
Thank you Elisa, for this very entertaining and informative report.   
 
You can work with Road Scholar to plan your own LLI travel program.  They do all the 
work and you get to have all the fun!  Contact Frania Monarski by phone at 877-209-4634 or 
by email at frania.monarski@roadscholar.org. 
 
KUDOS FROM GENE… 
Gene Bammel, from the Sun City Vistoso ILR in Arizona has this to say about LLI courses 
in the RSIN monthly newsletters and columns… “As always, breathtaking! I spent several 
years on my University's curriculum committee, but I never saw a line-up like this of so 
many interesting courses!!!!! We all deserve a pat on the back!!!!!”  Thank you, Gene. 
 
CELEBRATING LIFELONG LEARNING MONTH 
In September, to celebrate New York State Lifelong Learning Month, The Academy for 
Lifelong Learning at Saratoga Springs presented Debunking The Myth of Voodoo and Slavery: A 
Visit to West Africa, with Global Photographer Connie Frisbee Houde.  Through her stunning 
photographs she gave her view of a month of travel through Ghana, Togo, Benin and 
Burkina Faso. Throughout western civilization there has been a misguided perception that 
voodoo consists of black magic, sticking pins into dolls to create evil.  Voodoo and 
Witchcraft are separate entities often influencing and effecting the same tribes and 
individuals. In reality, however, the voodoo religion amalgamates a harmonious relationship 
with the world of spirit – the ancestors – and the world of nature. This weaving of mind, 
body and spirit culminates in beautiful festivals and ceremonies, which are a sensory 
smorgasbord of music, dance, brilliantly colored costumes and masks whose symbols and 
story telling serve to inform and protect the tribal members. Frisbee Houde visited many 
small villages and was invited to participate in magnificent festivals full of joy, laughter, 
storytelling, singing, drumming, dancing, and mystery.  Members brought their brown bag 
lunch and experienced her adventure. This program was free and open to the public. 
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ICL ON TV 
Dr. John Kay, co-founder of the Institute for Continuing Learning at Young Harris College, 
in Georgia was interviewed on local TV this past summer. It was a fascinating discussion of 
lifelong learning for older adults. The program also mentions the Elderhostel/RSIN (Road 
Scholar Institute Network), how ICL got started and highlights some of the recent ICL 
course offerings.  You can watch the interview on YouTube.  Just visit 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhKNxh7vC2Y. 
 
 NATIONAL MEMOIR CONFERENCE 
The Story Circle Network is sponsoring the seventh national women's memoir conference, 
"Stories from the Heart," in Austin TX, April 11-13, 2014.  For more information visit  
http://www.storycircle.org/Conference/frmpresenter.php  
 
TOTAL BRAIN HEALTH FAIR 
Members of the Princeton Senior Resource Center in New Jersey are taking part in a Total 
Brain Health Fair this month.  They will spend the morning learning ways to maintain and 
improve their brain health while having a good time.  More than just puzzles, there will be 
stations set up with opportunities to try all kinds of physical, mental and spiritual activities, 
all designed to maintain brain health; activities such as Yoga, writing, gardening, dance, WII, 
computer games and much more.  Members can also learn how nutrition and medication 
affect brain health, and representatives from area organizations will also attend with 
information about their services.  The morning also offers a continental breakfast and lunch, 
complete with prizes. 
 
POETRY WALK 
Last month, members of the Bucknell Institute for Lifelong Learning in Pennsylvania 
enjoyed a Poetry Walk. Participants walked through historic downtown Lewisburg and 
Bucknell University.  They had the chance to read and hear recordings of poems by living 
poets, recited in the poets' own voices.  Ten markers along the path, renewed during the 
summer of 2013, featured poems that pay tribute to historic and culturally significant 
Lewisburg locales.  The Poetry Path is handicapped accessible and open year-round.   
 
UNWANTED BOOKS 
The Academy of Lifelong Learning at Lincoln Land Community College in Illinois has come 
up with an excellent way to recycle unwanted books.  The Book Lovers Special Interest 
Group (SIG) will once again have a book exchange table at the Fall Kickoff.  A.L.L 
members are encouraged to bring in books they have read and no longer want so members 
can browse for new reading material. 
 
MORE ON THE CIVIL WAR 
From Lifelong Learning at Baylor University in Texas: 
Slavery Civil War and Freedom – An examination of the Civil War era from 1850-1880.  This 
course focuses on the importance of slavery and religion, the secession of Texas from the 
Union, wartime sacrifices on the battlefield and home front, and the social and political 
upheavals of emancipation and Reconstruction. 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhKNxh7vC2Y
http://ntserver2.geron.org/t/77824/501871/6498/0/
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From the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at Berkshire Community College in 
Massachusetts: 
The Civil War in Fiction – Members will read six works of fiction about the Civil War, 
including a collection of short stories, four novels and an epic poem, all written between 
1888 and 2005.  They will also study how authors adapt and present the themes they find in 
their subject.  Although the focus will be on the works as literature, some attention will be 
given to the history of the War where it is relevant.  They will discuss the following literary 
works: 
The Red Badge of Courage, by Stephen Crane 
Shadows of Blue and Gray, by Ambrose Bierce 
The Unvanquished, by William Faulkner 
The Killer Angels, by Michael Shaara 
The March, by E.L. Doctorow 
John Brown’s Body, by Stephen Vincent Benet 
 
HERMAN MELVILLE IN NOVEL, TALE, AND VERSE 
Members of the Lifelong Learning Institute at James Madison University in Virginia are 
studying this famous writer this fall.  The course is designed to give participants a taste of the 
writings of Herman Melville. They will begin with “Redburn,” Melville’s novel about a 
young lad’s first voyage at sea.  
They will continue with other tales, including “Bartleby the Scrivener,” “The Paradise of 
Bachelors and the Tartarus of Maids,” “Benito Cereno,” and the short novel “Billy Budd.” 
They will conclude with some of Melville’s verse, including poems from his Civil War 
collection “Battle-Pieces” and others about the about the sea and life. These works cover 
many of the same concerns found in Melville’s masterpiece “Moby-Dick,” including social 
issues still pertinent today and philosophical issues pertinent to all times. 
 
FOR CURRENT AFFAIRS GROUPS 
The Open Government Partnership – www.opengovpartnership.org - was formally 
launched on September 20, 2011, when the 8 founding governments (Brazil, Indonesia, 
Mexico, Norway, Philippines, South Africa, United Kingdom, United States) endorsed an 
Open Government Declaration, and announced their country action plans. Since September, 
OGP has welcomed the commitment of 47 additional governments to join the Partnership.  
(Thanks to Signposts, September issue for this information, which might be useful to Current 
Affairs groups.) 
 
SPACE DEVELOPMENTS 
This fall, members of the Middlesex Institute for Lifelong Education (MILE) at Middlesex 
Community College in Connecticut will be reviewing the latest space developments.   
International Space Development and A Review Of Robotics For Space Applications will be given in 
two parts. Part one will focus on the report of significant events and findings from the ISDC 
2013 Conference. Major topics will include commercial space programs, NASA 
development activities, and exploration plans for the Moon, Mars, and asteroids. Part Two 
will be a review of robotics as it applies to space exploration as based on current technology 
and adaptations for future space activities. 
 
 
 

http://www.opengovpartnership.org/
http://www.opengovpartnership.org/
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MARY SIDNEY: DID A WOMAN WRITE SHAKESPEARE?   
Members of RENESAN in Santa Fe, New Mexico pondered this challenging question last 
month. Robin Williams, a Shakespearean scholar and author of "Sweet Swan of Avon: Did 
A Woman Write Shakespeare?" discussed what we think we know about William 
Shakespeare and why his authorship is a valid question to ponder.  She talked about the 
circumstantial evidence that makes it appear highly likely that Mary Sidney Herbert, the 
countess of Pembroke, might be the author of his plays and sonnets.   
 
CULINARY DELIGHTS 
This fall, members of the OLLI program at UMASS Boston will be taking a Culinary Journey 
to the Far East, and then exploring Culinary America.  Both courses are designed to give 
members a taste of the delights of these areas without leaving home.  They will also learn 
where some of the participants’ favorite foods came from and how to make them. 
 
WOODY ALLEN: HIS LIFE AND FILMS 
This fall, members of the Lifelong Learning at Regis College program in Massachusetts are 
exploring one of the most important, prolific and least understood American filmmakers of 
our era and how he carved out a unique place for himself in American movies.  He has 
created through his writing, directing and acting, a singular world with each film he has 
released since his first in 1969.  Although viciously condemned by the press and film critics 
due to an alleged deviation from the then commonly accepted mores of social behavior 
during the breakup of his relationship with Mia Farrow, Allen has managed to portray 
contemporary American life with an unmistakable mixture of irony, neurotic obsession and 
humor. It is within the context of these comments that participants will study the work and 
life of Woody Allen and try to determine the validity of what has been said and written 
about him. 
 
BATTLE FLAGS 
Last month, members of Brevard ElderLearning at Eastern Florida State College learned 
about the Battle Flags Used in the War of Independence.  A member of The American 
Millennium Foundation, Inc., displayed seven flags used in our War of Independence.  He 
also discussed their history and battles where they were flown. 
 
VERDI AT 200 
Often considered Italy’s greatest opera composer, Verdi would celebrate his 200th birthday 
this year. His long career stretched from Oberto (1839) to Falstaff (1893), and his work moved 
Italian opera out of the early 19th century bel canto era and into that of Puccini. Using video 
extracts, mostly from live performances, members of the RENESAN LLI in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico will explore: Verdi’s early “years in the galleys,” when he wrote 16 operas in 11 years; 
the years 1850-1853 when he composed his first three great musical dramas Rigoletto, Il 
Trovatore, and La Traviata; and 1862-1893 when he wrote his five mature operas including 
Aida and Otello 
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FACING THE FEAR OF FAULKNER 
This fall, members of the Worcester Institute for Senior Education (RISE) at Assumptions 
College in Massachusetts will attempt to appreciate his Nobel Prize-winning fiction.  After 
warming up with four of his celebrated short stories, they will move on to his masterpiece 
Absalom, Absalom!  Through extensive class discussion they will untangle plot lines, trace the 
intricate genealogy of the characters and understand Faulkner’s complex and innovative 
style. 
 
THE THREE PILLARS OF POETRY 
Members of the Rivier Institute for Senior Education (RISE) program at Rivier College in 
New Hampshire are taking part in a writer’s workshop this fall that will emphasize accuracy, 
spontaneity and mystery as key elements for writing outstanding poetry. 
 

THE BOOK CORNER 
 

The OMNILORE program at California State University Dominquez Hills has a Best-
Sellers Special Interest Group.  This fall they are reading: 
Behind the Beautiful Forever, by Katherine Roo 
The Black Box, by Michael Connelly 
Together, by Richard Sennett 
The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, by Rachel Joyce 
 
Members of the Book Club at the Explorer’s Lifelong Learning Institute at Salem State 
College in Massachusetts are reading: 
The Language of Flowers, by Vanessa Diffenbaugh 
The Light Between Oceans, by M.L. Stedman 
The End of Everything, by Megan Abbott 
Behind the Beautiful Forever, by Katherine Boo 
 
Members of the Lifelong Learning Book Club at the Clement Manor Center for 
Enrichment in Wisconsin are reading: 
Heartwood, by Belva Plain  
Defending Jacob, by William Landay  
Good Graces, by Lesley Kagen  
The Forgotten Garden, by Kate Morton 

 
CURRICULUM RESOURCES: NEW WEB SITES 

 
Ethics Update – http://ethics.sandiego.edu 
This site provides updates on current literature, both popular and professional that relate to 
ethics. It contains links to documents about ethical theory and resources in the field of 
ethics. It also contains links to documents about applied ethics that cover such issues as 
abortion, animal rights, bioethics, poverty and welfare, and terrorism. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://ethics.sandiego.edu/
http://ethics.sandiego.edu/
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CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture: A WWWeb Journal – 
http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweb/ 
According to the editor, "a peer-reviewed, full-text public-access journal in comparative 
literature, culture, and media studies." Also includes a library of comparative literature, 
cultural studies, and media studies bibliographies, indices of journals, scholars, and websites. 
Features: CLCWeb journal, and a library of bibliographies, research and more. 
 
The Science Fiction Foundation – www.sf-foundation.org/index.html 
Our aim is to promote science fiction and bring together those who read, write, study, teach, 
research or archive science fiction in Britain and the rest of the world. We also want to 
support science fiction, at conventions, at conferences and at other events, which bring 
those interested in science fiction together. 
 
That’s all for this month. 

Nancy Merz Nordstrom, M.Ed. 
Road Scholar Institute Network 
Road Scholar 
11 Ave de Lafayette | Boston, MA 02111 | (617) 457-5564 tel.  
nancy.merz-nordstrom@roadscholar.org 
www.roadscholar.org/ein/intro.asp 
Road Scholar is the program name of Elderhostel, Inc.,  
the not-for-profit world leader in lifelong learning. 
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